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GARDEN NEWS

NEW WISS
"Shock-Proof" Hedge Shears
A BRAND NEW CUTTING SENSATION.

(We have a complete assortm ent of
all types o f hedge, grass, pruning,
loppin g, and garden shears in a
complete price range.)

There is no shock or jar when you cut
with these new Wiss Hedge Shears
because they are made with rubber
bumpers that eliminate shock fatigue.
Haven't you often wished for a clipper
that would make hedge cutting easier?
Here it is!
Guaranteed by WISS- Test a pair.
See our complete line.

GARDEN NEWS .

GARDEN NEWS

WISS-CLIPPER - The Most
Popular Grass Shears Made

WISS HY -POWER PRUNERS
Make Pruning A Pleae ure

And these are manufactured by Wiss
in the way that you would like to have
them made- precision tools that cut
perfectly the full length of the blades
and remain sharp longer than most
others.

The ease with which these new-type
pruners cut through heavy branches is
a lmost incredible. Whether you prune
a t the tip of the b lade or the b ack of
the jaw, they work accurately, closely,
and powerfully.

You will find them much the easiest to
use too.

Professional gardeners like them for
their sturdiness and power.

Fully guaranteed.

Women like them for their lightness and
easy action.

We invite you to test a pair.

Test a pmr at the counter.

See our complete line.

See our complete line.

